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chicken1
«must spout blood»2

images have come, in turn, to set expectations for what butoh is and
should be. A counter force has also shaped butoh. Although less well
known, the dancers have sought to use the power of words and images
to evoke movements and alter their own performances. Linking the
power of the images of butoh to the various evocative powers that the
dancers used in creating butoh is crucial for a more full understanding
of butoh and for an understanding of how butoh itself has been understood overtime.
Hijikata was a ringleader of a small group of dancers who sought

1

a Pool of Gray Grits
2 Forbidden Eros and Evading Force.
2
Hijikata Tatsumi, Inner Material/Material
«tdr», vol. 44, n. 1, Spring 2000, pp. 36-42 (39).
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words, images and evocation in creating his own dance. This time,
one that is treated in more detail elsewhere in this issue), Hijikata em. I prefer the umbrella term «Hijikata Method» for this loose constellation of experiments, with the proviso that calling it a «method» overstates the extent
to which Hijikata sought to organize these experiments into a formal
method.
3

were better and more minute observers of the world than Hijikata. He
sought to discover new sources for movements, but also to understand
people and animals, but also reproductions of art works in art magazines. The next step was collection and record keeping. He (or a scribe)
would make notes and sketches in notebooks, and also cut out reproductions of paintings, sculptures, and other art forms, and paste them
transmission. In dance classes, he would demonstrate movements, and
gin with a step, pose, or simple etude. Then he would tell his dancers
what to imagine while doing this movement. He might use a picture
culled from an art magazine while doing this and tell them to mimic
the dancers to imagine doing the step as different characters, in different settings, to different onomatopoeic sounds, or to different smells.
Or he might engage the dancers in a surrealist preparation for the role,
then shattering, or artists living inside their stomachs. At each moment
were expected to master was overwhelming, so with his encourage-

3

For a full treatment of this transformation, see Hijikata Tatsumi and Butoh,
.
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took their own notes.
Hijikata would then organize these movements into careful cho-

mances were. Photographic collections such Hanaga Mitsutoshi, The
Butoh
Die Rebellion des Körpers
Marc Holborn,
Dance of the Dark Soul
Body on the Edge of Crisis
Bu-

Dance of Darkness
chael Blackwood, Body on the Edge of Crisis (1990); and Chris Bollard
and Richard Moore,
jarring dances and interviews with dancers and critics, but again little
indication about how the dances were created.
This state of affairs began to change when one of Hijikata’s later
Utsuwa toshite no
4

. Mikami outlined

contained the transcriptions of her own notebooks she had taken during

4

Anz
Birchington, UK, Ozaru Books, 2016.

The Body as a Vessel,
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It also contained some drawings, but without a demonstration of the
on stage.

place (including 120 pages of unpublished materials). It also contained
tation». This «butoh notation» was subdivided into several categories.
productions of handwritten notebooks (which included drawings and
photographic reproductions of scrapbooks5. In the scrapbooks, Hijikata had cut out paintings from arts magazines and taped or glued them
into a notebook, and then written (or had a scribe write) notes around
a painting)6
and scrapbooks and thus more clues about how Hijikata went about
creating his performances.
7
Butô Kaden
Cd-rom
.
Waguri was a student of Hijikata’s from 1972-1979, and then later he

Hijikata Tatsumi, Hijikata Tatsumi Zenshû (The Collected Works of Hijikata
Tatsumi) (hereafter Htz
5

6

Butô Kaden, Cd-rom
dvd-rom
net/koz/e_bk_outline.html>.
7

The power of
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founded the Kozensha butoh troupe. His Cd-rom was packaged with
a booklet, Butô-fu
Cd-rom contained fewer
the collected works, but featured small video clips of him and othan actual feeling for what the movement would have looked like on
-

the viewer could bounce from one movement to a related movement.
Waguri noted that each dancer took different notes, and he was clear
that his work was but one interpretation of Hijikata’s methods (rather
.
toh-notation) (used both in the collected works and in Waguri’s Cdrom
dancers, Hijikata, and his scribes) contain various notes and sketches inagrams. The scrapbooks contained cut-out photos of various art works,
The Bride, Hijikata’s
scribe has penned: «There are several faces in the shawl; movement
9
. As
Waguri observed, this is not the kind of notation which would allow
notation, although someone who had trained with Hijikata could reproduce some portion of the movements10

Butô Kaden
Htz
10
For a discussion of the differences between butoh-notation and other kinds of
Butô-fu as Dance
Notation in Butô-fu
Butô Kaden, Cd-rom and
9
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dancer to adopt pose or facial expression, or asking the dancer to use an
notes for the dancer to remember what she had been taught in the overwhelming wash of words and images in the studio.
translation, «Research Center for Arts and Arts Administration, Keio
lection of materials, which she was having trouble storing and managing herself. The archivists were interested in butoh, but even more
received a large grant from the Japanese government)11.
We might linger over the English translation «Research Center for
the Arts and Arts Administration». The Arts Center had two main goals.
edge-gathering and knowledge-disseminating resources of the universtore materials for others to use, but also track the outside research
original research about them12. The addition of the concept of «arts
administration» acknowledged the role of the Arts Center within a web
,

11

in
(3). The Arts Center did hire Hijikata’s long-time assistant, Morishita Takashi, who
and even taken dictation on some of Hijikata’s notebooks and scrapbooks. He had

12

For a discussion of the «research archive» within the context of the larger

Archives and the Research Archive System, in
Tatsumi wo saikôchiku suru
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be administered.
of search terms. There is not much point in having Hijikata’s name
13

Hijikata had in mind when he talked about a crippled dog or melting
14

Finnegans Wake15). The

archive has not been able to provide the level of access implicit in
the initial impulse (short of visiting the actual archive). However, the
archive has still been important for transforming how scholars have
understood butoh.

For Hijikata on the connection between a wounded dog and butoh, see From
Being jealous of a Dog’s Vein
dr», vol. 44, n. 1,
Hijikata
Tatsumi and Butoh, cit., pp. 131-134.
14
Maeda Fujio,
archives and the research archive system, cit., pp. 42-44.
13

15
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scrapbooks, than it has with the vagaries of live performance. This has
ers, and other ephemera of Hijikata’s practice, such as tickets, programs,
and even reproductions of the art works in Hijikata’s private collection
16
. These exhibition catalogues (spon-

little to elucidate the contours of Hijikata’s particular interventions in
these worlds. The archive also concentrated on the information about Hijikata that could be revealed from the notebooks and scrapbooks. To be
and researchers have been forced to visit the archive in order to see them.
Over time, the archive has expanded its activities. One guiding
principle of the archive was the «genetic archive engine». This imagidances themselves. One particular example was the publication of a
Rose-colored Dance. In it, an archivist traced usage of thematic elements within the poster for the dance17.

16

catalogues. Both contain similar elements, performance photographs, posters and
17

A full color reproduction of the poster can be found in David Goodman,
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contrast with each other. He created a painting in which he reproduced
from the famous Fontainbleau painting Gabrielle d’Estrées et une de
ses soeurs (~1594) but covered their faces with pink and green paint.
hold portraits of the Emperor and Empress, and depicted Gabrielle
on

However, there is a sense, to give credit where credit is due, that
the non-professional archivists at Hijikata Tatsumi Memorial Ar-

19

-

Sakuhin kaisetsu (Explanation
Tatsumi wo saikôchiku suru
Tatsumi Hijikata), cit., pp. 25-31.

19

Tatsumi ten

Bijutsu to butô no Hijikata
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people breathing though gas masks20.
objects such as paintings and notebooks. However, archivist Morishmakes explicit the connection between genetics and sexual contact to
21
. Thus we
see the archivist creating a reading of Hijikata’s general artistic practice
taking poses from paintings and reproducing them in his own subseBecause butoh performances often happened in small theaters in
photographs stripped the color from the performances, and thus made

Kamaitachi
outdoors in natural light. However, Hosoe choose to shoot in black and

20

Idem, p. 34, and for the explicit details about Cezanne, and Millet, compare

21

Sakuhin kaisetsu, cit., p. 30.
Morishita Takashi, Hijikata Tatsumi no butô to Barairo dansu (Tatsumi
Barairo

colored Dance: Reconstructing Tatsumi Hijikata), cit., p. 7.
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subjects wore. In time, the archive began to correct the black and white
2005, the archive (in collaboration with the Okamoto Taro Museum of
featured color photographs of Hijikata performances. Restored were the
mottled reds, pale pinks, oranges, bright purples, greens, and blues of the

Rebellion of the Body in the pamphlet Hijikata Tatsumi’s Rebellion of the
Body; Imagery and Documents of Butoh 196822.
There has been a danger in the archive as well. Some butoh artists
have criticized the archive for the focus on Hijikata’s use of notebooks
and butoh notation. Proponents of the improvisation faction of butoh,
and Tanaka Min in particular, have argued that a focus on dance nota-

23

the existence of visual, verbal, aural, tactile, and olfactorial elements
in Hijikata’s transmission practice, the archive has continued to base
to call Hijikata’s activities «notational butoh».
Whether in response to this criticism, or because of the limitations
in the prior sources (Mikami’s book was limited to written descriptions
Cd-rom
bridge the gap between the materials and the dances themselves. The
-

22

Rebellion of the Body; Imagery and Documents of Butoh 1968

on the two different nights. See,
23
Tanaka Min, personal conversation.

, pp. 9-27.
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resources, the archive has not been as forthcoming with the results of
in a non-circulating dvd-rom
of dancers performing movements24.
Two recent activities show how much the archive has transformed
dance script for Hijikata’s dance Costume en Face
ling Press)25. The Costume en Face booklet consists of the notebook
name. It is the closest thing we have to an actual script for a Hijikata
dance (although the introduction notes that there were changes made
between the compilation of this notebook and the actual performance,
listed in this booklet)26

Costume en Face was used

original dance piece, Resplendent Shimmering Topaz Waterfall. Lazar
watched segments of the original dance hours before the premier, so
Another outcome perhaps related to the criticism that the archive
was in danger of freezing Hijikata’s practice was the institution of
a series of roundtable discussions featuring dancers from different
points in Hijikata’s career. These round-table discussions (featuring

24
Hijikata Tatsumi’s Notational Butoh dvd-rom, Hijikata Tatsumi Archive,
rCaaa
Full disclosure, I served as the narrator for some segments of the English version of
this dvd.
25

Darkness for Young Boys and Girls
prior work of the archive, Morishita Takashi, Hijikata Tatsumi’s Notational Butoh. An
Innovational Method for Butoh Creation
pp. 49-60.
26
Morishita Takashi, Introduction
Costume en Face, cit.,
p. 9.
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moment.
Whatever the case about the limitations of or dangers inherent
in the archive, as with Big Dance Theater, artists have begun to use
Hawkins created a series of collages, «Ankoku Series» (2012), that
27

page, has a black and white cut-out in the upper left hand corner of
William De Koonig’s Woman, I (1950-1952 – this painting itself was a
what appears to be an arm and a torso, and scrawled in the remaining
«Large nurse hat»
«From vapor/steam woman»
«The geisha’s Cupid night after being a geisha»

[Illegible – Bladder/arm/leg/light?] «that descends over and over (rustling)»
«Bacon’s beard which can sit»
«Last»
«Pink—important»

Richard Hawkins,
> and
Agnieszka Gratza, «Richard Hawkins: Tate Liverpool» ArtForum
27

See HTZ
also Richard Hawkins,

,
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Hijikata Tatsumi, «Nadare Ame Scrapbook», p. 19, courtesy of the Keio
University Art Center
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Richard Hawkins, Ankoku 64 (Woman - ass in front), 2012,
Collage, 18 1/8 x 15 1/2 x 1 inches (46 x 39.4 x 2.5 cm) (RHw.291),
courtesy of the artist and Greene Naftali, New York
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Hat» indicates a possible hint for a costume for a character in a dance,
the dancer to adopt the expression of de Koonig’s woman at a certain
point in a dance.
In Ankoku 64 (Woman – ass in front), Hawkins has positioned a
(all in capital letters):

where her breasts used to be29.

jikata’s notes. In Hawkin’s Ankoku 65 (Woman – ass in front), we see a
ent place on the paper (as well as de Koonig’s Woman, II) with a large
gloss in English «A Woman made of Steam»30. Thus we see that even
if this could not be called a direct translation, in Ankoku 64, Hawkins
for another, and in Ankoku 65, Hawkins has echoed Hijikata’s concern
with steam, mist, vapor and other atmospheric elements that can entwine with, mix with, and obscure other things.
The American modern dancer Trajal Harrell has begun a decade

29

See Richard Hawkins, «Ankoku 64 (Woman – ass in front)» Collage, 2012,

hawkins3#11>.
30
See Richard Hawkins, «Ankoku 65 (Woman – ass in front)» Collage, 2012,
hawkins3#16>.
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prone to mixing genres – a recent project was to think about Judson Dance Theater and Harlem voguing. He visited the Art Center
Tohoku Kabuki Plan IV (a work which owes
He also looked through Hijikata’s notebooks and scrapbooks and was

the dancers deepen the affective power of the performance. Thus far,
Harrell’s project has resulted in several performances such as Used,
Abused and Hung out to Dry (which was an attempt to vogue Hijikata)31; The Return of La Argentina
Ohno’s renowned solo piece Admiring La Argentina»); In the Mood
for Frankie (a mediation on Hijikata’s principal danseuse Ashikawa
32
; and
The Ghost of Montpellier Meets the Samurai (based on the premise
that Ellen Stewart of La Mama contrives to get Hijikata Tatsumi and
nouvelle danse
hattan and create a dance together)33.
the power of evocative language and images to generate novel dance

It has taken some time for the full details of his artistic experiments to
reach the wider world, and at times butoh has been in danger of being

Brian Siebert,
Museum of Modern Art
32
«Trajal Harrell: In One Step are a Thousand Animals», Museum of Modern
31

Sheila Regan,
temporary dance
33

-
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just another attempt at dance notation, rather than people understanding the full visual, aural, and tactile range of Hijikata’s experiments in
evocation. In part, this has happened because images and the written
word are more storable and portable than the performances themselves.

archive, and at the new visual and performing arts coming out of those
activities, the archive is helping the world of butoh and its offshoots be

